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TABLES & CHAIRS

BUSINESS. CLASS.
METRO BOARDROOM
Metro boardroom tables provide incredible
flexibility. This dynamic design is offered
in multiple shapes and sizes, and available
in custom measurements to adapt to any
office requirement. The Metro Boardroom
series is a balance of form and function.
With its clean design and the latest technology
Metro creates an inviting space for all manner
of meetings.

SPECS
Available in standard 72”-144” lengths
Worksurface tops available in 1” and
1 ½” thicknesses
Optional power grommet includes multiple
technology options including power, USB,
HDMI and data

UP BOARDROOM
The Up boardroom table makes a design
statement with its unique aluminium
post and beam base. Up mobile screens
complement your boardroom table while
providing privacy in open spaces as well
as creating brainstorming opportunities
through multiple screen options.

SPECS
Optional chrome details available on
table base
Customizable work shapes and sizes
Stand alone privacy screens are able to
link together and come in whiteboard,
mesh, plexi or laminate options

ONE TOUCH TABLE
The ultimate mobile meeting table, the
One Touch features contemporary design
and functionality. With the touch of a
button these nesting tables can be locked
into an upright position for space saving.
One Touch tables also feature a linking
mechanism and a wire management trough.
This system is perfectly suited for lecture
halls, training sessions and classrooms.

SPECS
Nesting
Optional linking mechanism
Optional wire management
Optional modesty panels
Optional worksurface power grommet

MARS
GO TABLE
Go occasional tables, available in
mobile and stationary options, are an
excellent addition to your workspace.
With the ability to easily adjust table
height, Go tables are made to slide
directly under the workstation, saving
space when required.

Mars is a light and versatile family of
meeting, visitor and conference seating.
The Mars range consists of a four-legged
and cantilever chair that can be specified
with or without arms. The steel frames can
be requested in either chrome or painted
to black. The chair offers a unique aesthetic
that is modern and practical.

SPECS

SPECS

Stacks four high

Available in wide array of shapes

Four-legged available with or without castors

4” Glide height adjustment

Polypropylene back

Lockable castors

Chrome or black base

J1
Get comfortable in Tayco’s signature
J1 task chair. Truly designed to support
users throughout the workday with fully
functioning lumbar support, synchro-tilt
mechanism this is the ultimate in back
support. Featuring a 3D armrest, and
optional seat slider. J1’s light aesthetic is
combined with a breathable mesh back.

SPECS
Mesh back
Dual Surface Casters
Optional aluminium base
Fixed arm option for conference rooms

M1
The M1 chair with nesting capabilities
and a flex back, provides the ideal
solution for guest and training seating.
The M1 back tilts up to 10° encouraging
movement allowing comfort when
seated for long periods of time. Its flip
up seat and space saving abilities make
it an ideal partner to Tayco’s One Touch
table. The simple clean design is at
home in any office.

SPECS
Mesh or plastic back
Dual Surface Castors
Folding Seat
Flexback with torsion spring
reclines up to 10°

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TABLE
Height adjustable tables provide the
flexibility and function necessary
for healthy living in today’s modern
working environments. High quality
motors with pre-sets allow for a
quiet and easy transition from
sitting to standing at the press of
a button. This ergonomic solution
can stand alone for a touch down
station or integrate into Tayco’s
numerous benching, private office,
and system solutions.

SPECS
Three-leg and two-leg options
available in straight, five sided
or L-shape configurations
Three stage telescopic legs
Individual motor per leg
Four memory pre-set
Highest Position: 51”
Lowest Position: 25.5”
Load capacity at 250lbs for
two leg and 350lbs for three
leg, including worksurface

From the Boardroom to Reception Tayco offers
a wide variety of table and chair office solutions
designed for both the modern workspace and
the modern worker. A flexible modular design
anticipates the needs of a contemporary
workspace and provides solutions.
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